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Key Points:
• Slow ICMEs have a more symmetric profile compared with fast ICMEs. This trend
is maintained at different heliospheric distances.
• ICMEs sampled at Mercury have smaller sheaths and magnetic ejecta than fur-
ther away. As they propagate, their sheath sizes increase.
• At all three spacecraft, the post-ICME solar wind does not fully recover its orig-
inal properties, indicating a long recovery period.
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Abstract
We study interplanetary coronal mass ejections (ICMEs) measured by probes at differ-
ent heliocentric distances (0.3-1AU) to investigate the propagation of ICMEs in the in-
ner heliosphere and determine how the generic features of ICMEs change with heliospheric
distance. Using data from the MESSENGER, Venus Express and ACE spacecraft, we
analyze with the superposed epoch technique the profiles of ICME substructures, namely
the sheath and the magnetic ejecta. We determine that the median magnetic field mag-
nitude in the sheath correlates well with ICME speeds at 1 AU and we use this proxy
to order the ICMEs at all spacecraft. We then investigate the typical ICME profiles for
three categories equivalent to slow, intermediate and fast ICMEs. Contrary to fast ICMEs,
slow ICMEs have a weaker solar wind field at the front and a more symmetric magnetic
field profile. We find the asymmetry to be less pronounced at Earth than at Mercury,
indicating a relaxation taking place as ICMEs propagate. We also find that the magnetic
field intensities in the wake region of the ICMEs do not go back to the pre-ICME solar
wind intensities, suggesting that the effects of ICMEs on the ambient solar wind last longer
than the duration of the transient event. Such results provide an indication of physical
processes that need to be reproduced by numerical simulations of ICME propagation.
The samples studied here will be greatly improved by future missions dedicated to the
exploration of the inner heliosphere, such as Parker Solar Probe and Solar Orbiter.
1 Introduction
The Sun is the source of intermittent ejections of bulk plasma and magnetic field
structures called coronal mass ejections (CMEs, see review in Webb & Howard, 2012).
With space probes, these structures are observed as they propagate in the interplane-
tary medium. Interplanetary coronal mass ejections, or ICMEs (Kilpua, Koskinen, & Pulkki-
nen, 2017) that have been detected by in situ instruments, are identified by a combina-
tion of plasma and magnetic field parameters (Jian, Russell, Luhmann, & Skoug, 2006;
Klein & Burlaga, 1982; Wimmer-Schweingruber et al., 2006).
One or a combination of plasma characteristics different than the ambient solar wind
(SW) can be observed in ICMEs. When ICME fronts propagate faster than the ambi-
ent SW, a shock forms, and the accumulated SW material between the shock and the
ejecta is called the ICME sheath. In the sheath, the magnitudes of the density and the
magnetic field increase, while the magnetic field variance is large. Behind the ICME sheath
is a magnetically dominated region with less intense magnetic fluctuations than in the
sheath, which we term magnetic ejecta (ME), similarly to Winslow et al. (2015, 2016).
The subset of MEs that exhibit rotation in the azimuthal magnetic field component, and
have proton temperatures and plasma β (ratio of the plasma thermal pressure to the mag-
netic pressure) values that are lower than the ambient SW, are termed magnetic clouds
(hereafter MCs, Burlaga, Sittler, Mariani, & Schwenn, 1981). These MCs are typically
modelled with twisted magnetic field configurations, or flux ropes (Dasso, 2009 Al-Haddad
et al., 2013). Given that plasma parameters are not available from the MESSENGER
and Venus Express missions, identifying MCs is not possible in these data, and thus we
adopt the generic term ME to refer to the ICME substructure that is magnetically dom-
inated. In this paper, we refer to an “ICME” as a set of two substructures: “sheath” and
“ME”, whereas we note that another common convention termed these substructures “sheath”
and “ICME”.
ICMEs propagate within the heliosphere and their arrival and consequences at the
planets of the solar system can be tracked (e.g. see Cane, Richardson, & Cyr, 2000; Prange´
et al., 2004; Witasse et al., 2017). ICMEs are known to generate geomagnetic storms at
Earth (e.g., Gosling, 1990, Lindsay, Russell, & Luhmann, 1995, Farrugia, Burlaga, & Lep-
ping, 1997, J. Zhang, Liemohn, Kozyra, Lynch, & Zurbuchen, 2004), while ICME-related
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space weather events have been observed at Mercury (Slavin et al., 2014; Winslow et al.,
2017) and Mars as well (Lee et al., 2017).
In Mas´ıas-Meza, Dasso, De´moulin, Rodriguez, and Janvier (2016), the authors in-
vestigated how the generic profiles of ICMEs with well-defined MCs appear at 1 AU, us-
ing measurements of the solar wind transients by the ACE spacecraft. The authors used
a superposed epoch analysis to derive the generic profile of ICMEs at 1 AU. They found
that this profile changed depending on the speed of ICMEs. By creating subgroups of
ICMEs ranked with their speeds, they found that ICMEs with the slowest speeds have
a symmetric generic magnetic field profile, while the subgroup with the fastest speeds
have a non-symmetric profile, with a stronger magnetic field in their front than in their
rear. The symmetric profiles were interpreted as evidence of a relaxation mechanism tak-
ing place: as the magnetic field pressure within the MC tries to be in balance with the
surrounding solar wind, one would expect a more symmetric profile with a lower prop-
agation speed than an MC propagating faster than the SW, therefore accumulating a
sheath with stronger magnetic field and plasma pressures (Liu et al., 2008). The pres-
ence of a strong sheath then implies surrounding conditions at the front and at the wake
of the ME different from one another.
Investigating ICMEs seen at different distances can provide important information
about how these structures behave during their propagation in the heliosphere and in-
teract with different planets’ space environments (Bothmer & Schwenn, 1998, Liu, Richard-
son, & Belcher, 2005, Good et al., 2015, Winslow et al., 2015, Good, Forsyth, Eastwood,
& Mo¨stl, 2018).
A superposed epoch analysis (SEA), also known as a Chree analysis (Chree, 1914),
provides a mean to statistically analyze patterns in a time-varying parameter in a pop-
ulation of events. A classical SEA typically involves the use of a characteristic reference
time, such as the event starting time, to align all the studied events to a common zero
epoch time. Then, events are binned to a common set of time bins and averaged in each
time bin to deduce a mean or median temporal profile. When the studied events also have
clearly defined end times, the event timescales can be normalized (e.g. on a scale from
0 at the event start to 1 at the event end) as part of the SEA, prior to the binning and
averaging. By averaging the profiles, the superposed epoch analysis reinforces the com-
mon features of the events. SEA is a well established technique that is regularly used
in a wide range of disciplines, including in the geophysics and space physics community;
for example, it has been used to infer the generic properties of co-rotating/stream in-
teraction region profiles in order to make comparisons with ICMEs (Yermolaev, Lodkina,
Nikolaeva, & Yermolaev, 2017), and it has been used to analyze ICME substructures (Klein
& Burlaga, 1982, G. Zhang & Burlaga, 1988, Rodriguez et al., 2016).
It is important to note that the SEA technique should only be applied to a set of
events with features that appear to show some ordering in time in the parameter used
in the analysis. If applied to parameters without the same time ordering (e.g. the ICME
north-south field component), significant features may be averaged out.
In the following, we investigate how the propagation away from the Sun affects the
generic profile of ICMEs. For this study, we therefore consider three different samples
of ICMEs observed at spacecraft positioned at different heliospheric distances. The ob-
servations made near Mercury’s orbit are provided by the MESSENGER mission and
those made near Venus’s orbit are provided by the Venus Express mission; we also an-
alyze events observed by the ACE spacecraft that were previously studied by Mas´ıas-
Meza et al. (2016).
We first start in Section 2 by describing the different datasets used in the paper
and their characteristics. Since MESSENGER and Venus Express were planetary space-
craft that regularly crossed in and out of the magnetosphere and solar wind, identify-
ing ICMEs using these spacecraft datasets has required more careful consideration. In
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Section 3, we introduce the superposed epoch analysis technique before applying it to
the different samples we have at the three different space missions. The results are shown
in Section 4, where we look at the superposed epoch analysis on the whole datasets at
different spacecraft, before searching for a method to create subcategories of events and
the specific profiles of these subcategories in Section 5. Discussions and conclusions are
given in Section 6.
2 Description of the datasets
In the present study, we use the data from three planetary missions, MESSENGER,
Venus Express and ACE. A brief description of the missions as well as their datasets is
given below.
2.1 The MESSENGER mission and data
2.1.1 Description of the dataset
The MErcury Surface, Space ENvironment, GEochemistry, and Ranging (MES-
SENGER) mission (Solomon, McNutt, Gold, & Domingue, 2007) was launched on 3 Au-
gust 2004 and terminated on 30 April 2015. After multiple flybys, the spacecraft reached
Mercury for its orbit insertion on 18 March 2011.
The Magnetometer (MAG Anderson et al., 2007) onboard MESSENGER operated
continuously after 2007, during the cruise phase of the mission with a typical sample rate
of 2 s−1. It has thus produced a database of interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) obser-
vations in the inner heliosphere in the heliocentric distance range of 0.3 < r < 0.6 AU.
After its orbit insertion around Mercury, due to its highly eccentric orbit, MESSENGER
spent 40% to 85% of its time outside of Mercury’s magnetosphere, in the solar wind. Al-
though the MESSENGER payload included a plasma spectrometer (the Fast Imaging
Plasma Spectrometer (FIPS Andrews et al., 2007), the spacecraft was three axis-stabilized
and FIPS had a limited field of view that did not allow for the recovery of the solar wind
density. Solar wind speed and temperature could be derived from the measurements about
50% of the time that MESSENGER was in the solar wind (Gershman et al., 2012). ICMEs
have been identified in MESSENGER data near Mercury’s orbit since early January 2009
(Good & Forsyth, 2016). The orbital phase of the mission coincided with the ramp up
to and the maximum of the solar cycle 24. This results in a number of ICMEs observed
during MESSENGER’s orbital phase (after 2011) being higher than that in during the
cruise phase.
MESSENGER magnetic field data are available on the Planetary Data System (https://
pds.nasa.gov/), and were made accessible for this study through the HELCATS project
(https://www.helcats-fp7.eu/; Mo¨stl et al. (2017)). Due to MESSENGER’s cross-
ing in and out of Mercury’s magnetosphere during the orbital phase of the mission, the
data needed to be cleaned, i.e. the magnetospheric passages had to be removed to leave
behind only interplanetary observations. For any given ICME, we have selectively in-
cluded sections of data where MESSENGER is clearly outside of the magnetosphere, specif-
ically, outside of the bow shock boundary. The magnetospheric boundaries move faster
than the spacecraft, leading to MESSENGER crossing the bow shock multiple times, both
before and after crossing the magnetosphere. In order to maximize the available data
for the ICME profiles, we have identified all the bow shock crossings during each ICME
event and have included all data sections outside of those boundaries, even sections of
a few minutes in length. For details on identification of the bow shock boundary in the
MESSENGER data the reader is referred to Winslow et al. (2013).
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2.1.2 Description of the ICME catalogs
The list of MESSENGER ICMEs studied here comes from two catalogs. The first
catalog of events is from Winslow et al. (2015), later completed until the end of the MES-
SENGER mission (Winslow et al., 2017), with a total of 69 ICMEs. The time interval
(2011-2015) corresponds to the phase of the mission when MESSENGER was in orbit
around Mercury. The authors selected ICMEs based on several criteria: having a clear
interplanetary discontinuity seen as a step-function-like magnetic field increase followed
by a sheath, a magnetic ejecta (ME), and causing a visible distortion of Mercury’s mag-
netosphere (see details in Winslow et al., 2015). This implies that the catalog lists strong
MEs that drove interplanetary shocks. However, the exact nature of the discontinuities
(e.g. whether they were shocks or waves) could not be determined given the lack of key
plasma parameters. Here, the term “magnetic ejecta” is used to identify a strong and
smooth magnetic field region, while a rotation (generally indicative of a flux rope, see
Section 1) is not always present.
The second catalog of events is from Good and Forsyth (2016). This list includes
36 magnetic clouds and ICMEs detected by MESSENGER during the period 2005-2012,
therefore covering mostly the cruise phase. Note that out of these 36 events, only 20 events
were within a reasonable distance of Mercury’s average orbit of 0.395 AU (an heliospheric
distance range of 0.309 AU < r < 0.463 AU was selected), out of which 10 events were
also found in the Winslow et al. (2015) catalog. Note that the small number of events
in common is due to the fact that Good and Forsyth (2016) selected only well-defined
magnetic clouds, i.e. with a relatively clear and smooth rotation of the magnetic field
direction, coinciding with a relatively enhanced field magnitude compared with the so-
lar wind magnitude level, over a period of at least 4 or 5 hours. These signatures are some-
times difficult to discern in data perturbed by magnetospheric crossings, therefore lim-
iting the number of detected cases during the nominal phase of the mission at Mercury’s
orbit.
2.1.3 Selecting events
Out of these 79 ICMEs, some had the interplanetary shock or magnetic ejecta bound-
aries within Mercury’s magnetosphere, others had data gaps that were too large, so that
these events could not be used for the purposes of the present study. Overall, we con-
strained our data sample to 41 ICMEs that presented enough data within each substruc-
ture (at least ∼ 60% of data coverage within the sheath/ME), had clear signatures of
the sheath and ME, and had the boundaries of each substructure clearly defined. An ex-
ample of an ICME detected at MESSENGER is shown in Figure 1, where we have rep-
resented a time-series of the intensity of the magnetic field (the total magnetic field in
black, BR in red, BT in green and BN in blue). The shaded area in yellow indicates the
presence of a sheath region, while the blue area indicates the presence of an ME. The
ICME shown in Figure 1 corresponds to when MESSENGER was still in cruise phase
(but with the spacecraft positioned at r = 0.462 AU, i.e. close to Mercury’s aphelion).
Examples of ICMEs interacting with Mercury’s magnetosphere are given in Winslow et
al. (2015) and Good et al. (2015).
2.2 The Venus Express Mission
2.2.1 Description of the dataset
Venus Express (Titov et al., 2006, VEX in the following) was an ESA mission launched
on 9 November 2005 and officially ended in December 2014. It was inserted in orbit around
Venus on 11 April 2006. Similarly to the MESSENGER mission, VEX spent enough time
in the solar wind during its orbit around the planet to allow the detection of ICMEs. The
VEX magnetometer (MAG, T. L. Zhang et al., 2006) detected its first ICME in July 2006
–5–
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Figure 1. Example of an ICME detected by MESSENGER during the cruise phase, at dis-
tance r=0.462 AU. The x-axis represents the time, while the y-axis represents the intensity of the
magnetic field. The presence of a sheath is indicated by the yellow area while the magnetic ejecta
is bounded by the blue area. The black line traces the total magnetic field. The BT (in green)
and partly BN (in blue) components show a coherent rotation, typical of an azimuthal/poloidal
flux rope component, while BR (in red) and partly BN (in blue) show a stronger field in the cen-
tral region than at the boundaries, again typical of the axial field component within a flux rope.
This behavior indicates the presence of a flux rope.
and continued its sampling of solar wind structures up to the end of the mission. The
orbital phase of the mission overlaps with the time interval of MESSENGER orbiting
around Mercury, and coincides with the solar minimum between cycles 23 and 24, and
with the ascending and maximum phases of cycle 24.
VEX’s magnetometer data used in the present study are available in the ESA’s Plan-
etary Science Archive (at https://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/psa/venus-express, and
were made accessible for this study through the HELCATS project. They correspond
to a 1-min cadence sampling. The magnetic field was perturbed by magnetospheric cross-
ings of the planet. Although Venus does not generate its own magnetosphere, an induced
magnetic field arises from the interaction between the solar wind and the planet’s iono-
sphere. Then, each magnetospheric crossing was cleaned in order to render a solar-wind-
only dataset for ICME analysis. On average, there is one magnetospheric crossing per
24 hours with a typical duration of 2.5 hours throughout the VEX data, while an ME
is typically crossed in 14 hours.
2.2.2 Description of the ICME catalogs
We used the VEX ICME catalog provided by Good and Forsyth (2016) where 84
events are listed, from 2006 to 2013. This catalog focuses on ICMEs that have a clear
magnetic ejecta signature. This means that even though plasma parameters are not avail-
able from the mission, the authors identified time intervals where the magnetic field strength
relative to that of the ambient solar wind field is enhanced, for at least a period of 4 hours.
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Figure 2. Example of an ICME detected by Venus Express. The format of the graph (x and
y-axis) as well as the choice of colour for the lines are the same as in Figure 1. The coordinates
for the magnetic field vector are expressed in Venus Solar Orbital (VSO) co-ordinates: x points
from Venus towards the Sun, y from Venus in the direction opposite to the planets orbital mo-
tion, and z completes the right-handed set. Here, one of the magnetic field components (Bx in
red) shows an inversion of sign in the ME (blue shaded area), while the two others are maximum
near the center. They are the indication of the presence of a flux rope. The absence of data in
the middle of the magnetic ejecta is due to the magnetospheric crossing.
While this may seem relatively short compared with the typical duration of ICMEs near
Earth (approximately 1 day, see Table 1), this threshold was allowed to account for the
expansion of ME as they move away from the Sun. The authors also inferred the pres-
ence of a magnetic cloud whenever there was a magnetic field rotation. However, the lack
of plasma measurements for the VEX mission, as for MESSENGER, makes it impossi-
ble to define a proper magnetic cloud: we therefore only define ME for both of these two
missions.
Since the data were cleaned for induced magnetospheric passes, the detection of
the ICME sub-structure boundaries is not straightforward, and only 67 of the Good and
Forsyth (2016) events were used in the analysis discussed in this paper. An example of
an ICME found in the Venus Express data is shown in Figure 2. We identified 19 ICMEs
that did not have a sheath region.
2.3 ACE Mission
The data collected at 1AU are provided by the Advanced Composition Explorer
(ACE Stone et al., 1998). This spacecraft was launched on 25 August 1997 and has a
stable orbit around the L1 libration point. The spacecraft provides a continuous cover-
age of solar wind parameters. Similarly to Mas´ıas-Meza et al. (2016), we use the 1-s time
cadence interplanetary magnetic field and 64-s time cadence plasma measurements from
two of the instruments aboard the spacecraft (MAG and SWEPAM experiments, see Smith
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et al., 1998, McComas et al., 1998). The data from ACE are directly available online at
http://www.srl.caltech.edu/ACE/ASC/level2/.
For consistency and to make comparisons possible with the study of Mas´ıas-Meza
et al. (2016), we choose to consider their list of the 42 events taken from their Table A.1
(44 are listed in their paper, however data is only available for 42 events in the ACE MAG
database). These events correspond to ICMEs detected between 1998 and 2006 that have
been flagged in the ICME list of Richardson and Cane 2010 as MCs, which Mas´ıas-Meza
et al. (2016) crossed with the MC list from Lepping (http://lepmfi.gsfc.nasa.gov/
mfi/mag cloud S1.html (Lepping et al., 2006). Here, all ICMEs are associated with the
presence of a sheath and an associated shock. Note that here, all ICMEs have a well de-
fined MC, including the plasma characteristics (Section 1) that can be observed because
ACE solar wind plasma data are available. While this provides a bias for the ACE list
(since most of the ICMEs at 1 AU do not have a clearly identified MC), the idea is to
use ACE results as a guideline to get more understanding on how to analyze the super-
posed epochs for the MESSENGER and VEX ICMEs.
2.4 List of the events with revised boundaries
The identification of ICME boundaries is highly dependent on the set of param-
eters used (i.e. plasma vs magnetic field measurements) as well as on the authors mak-
ing the identification: see, e.g. the study by Riley et al., 2004, Richardson & Cane, 2004,
Russell, Shinde, & Jian, 2005, Dasso, Mandrini, De´moulin, & Luoni, 2006, Al-Haddad
et al., 2013, where the authors analyzed this dependency. Thus, we have analyzed the
times of the ICME boundaries again and have provided our assessments of the bound-
ary times for MESSENGER, VEX and ACE (see Section 5.5). In catalogs of ICMEs de-
tected by MESSENGER or VEX, the leading edge of the sheath was identified by an in-
crease in the magnetic field intensity and the field variance. For ACE, the addition of
plasma parameters provides another constraint in the definition of the boundaries of the
ICME substructures. However, identifying the trailing edge for all these ICMEs is com-
plicated, as plasma parameters and magnetic field components, when available, may not
show a distinct transition when the spacecraft crosses the interface between the ME and
the solar wind. Furthermore, events that are found in both Winslow et al. (2015) and
Good and Forsyth (2016) MESSENGER catalogs do not necessarily give the same bound-
aries for the sheath and the magnetic ejecta. Our updated catalogs are made available
in Appendix A.
3 Superposed Epoch Analysis
3.1 Normalization and binning
We use the superposed epoch analysis in the following as a statistical method to
determine averaged time profiles of physical parameters obtained in situ. Supposing that
these physical parameters behave in a similar fashion, averaging time series from all events
on a normalized time scale provides meaningful mean and median profiles. Doing so ac-
centuates the typical features. The method used to prepare the data for the superposed
epoch is the same as in Mas´ıas-Meza et al. (2016).
In order to obtain a superposed epoch for all events, the time series data for each
event, is first normalized so that the sheath start time (or the discontinuity time), and
the magnetic ejecta (ME) start and end times are all normalized to the same new time
range. When defining the normalized time scale, one can freely choose the interval length
for both the sheath or the ME. However, these two intervals are not independent from
each other, as was shown in Mas´ıas-Meza et al. (2016) where the authors found that the
interval size ratio between the physical length of the ME interval and the sheath was close
to 3 for ACE data, meaning that the size of the magnetic ejecta was on average three
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times longer than the size of the sheath at 1 AU. Thus, we use two different time ranges
as normalized times, one range for the sheath and another one for the ME.
Once the time series are normalized, the time intervals are divided by the same num-
ber of bins for each event. This is because each ICME does not have the same duration
nor the same number of data points, so that by binning the data, we get the same num-
ber of data points for each event normalized on the same timescale. In the present case,
we impose 50 time bins for the sheath interval, while 150 bins are taken for the ME. The
superposed epoch also includes an interval of solar wind prior to the arrival of the sheath
with a duration twice that of the sheath, and a wake region with a duration equal to that
of the ME. Then, the data from different events but of the same bin number are added
together and the mean and median values of the magnetic field intensity in each bin are
calculated. The data gaps are taken into account for each bin implying that the means
and medians are computed with a variable number of cases along the normalized time.
3.2 The size ratio of ICME substructures
The interval size ratio between the physical length of the ME interval and the sheath
ratio may change depending on the ICME speed. However, it is on average similar for
slow and fast ICMEs, as is shown in Fig.1 of Mas´ıas-Meza et al. 2016. Hence, since the
superposed epoch aims at providing the most likely generic profile, it is important to use
the typical interval size ratio when doing the normalization.
Since there are no continuous plasma parameters (and hence, continuous solar wind
speed measurements) for MESSENGER and for VEX, the spatial size of the magnetic
ejecta as well as the sheath cannot be inferred for events seen at these two spacecraft.
Indeed, the velocity information is needed to transform the time range observed into an
associated spatial size. We then estimated the size ratio of ICMEs at all spacecraft, in-
cluding ACE, by comparing the time interval length for the sheath and the ME, rather
than the actual physical size.
First, we calculated the median duration for all ICMEs that had both a sheath and
an ME clearly defined in all MESSENGER, VEX and ACE data. We use the median
value because it is statistically more robust and resistant to outliers than the average
value. The results are reported in Table 1 and are expressed in units of day. We find that
on average, both the sheath and the ME have a smaller duration near Mercury (0.1 and
0.3 days respectively) than near Earth (0.5 and 0.8 days respectively). Assuming no large
deceleration of ICMEs between Mercury’s orbit and 1 AU, this confirms the numerous
studies that have shown that the magnetic substructure of ICMEs expands away from
the Sun (e.g. Gulisano, De´moulin, Dasso, & Rodriguez, 2012; Gulisano, De´moulin, Dasso,
Ruiz, & Marsch, 2010; Klein & Burlaga, 1982; Nakwacki, Dasso, De´moulin, Mandrini,
& Gulisano, 2011, and references therein).
Duration of sheath and ME in ICMEs at different heliocentric distances
MESSENGER (≈ 0.4 AU) Venus Express (0.72 AU) ACE (1 AU)
Sheath duration 0.1 days 0.3 days 0.5 days
ME duration 0.3 days 0.6 days 0.8 days
ratio 0.33 0.38 0.66
Table 1. Median values for the duration (expressed in days) of the sheath (top line) and the
ME (middle line), and ratio of the sheath and ME durations (bottom line) for all ICMEs seen at
MESSENGER, VEX and ACE
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The ME to sheath duration ratio increases from Mercury to Earth. This is because
the rate of size increase (i.e., expansion) is typically different between ME and sheaths.
We find that between Mercury’s and Venus’ orbits, the sheath duration increases 3 times,
compared to 1.7 times between Venus’ and Earth’s orbits. However, the duration of the
ME increases 2 times between Mercury’s and Venus’ orbit, and 1.3 times between Venus’
and Earth’s orbit. Both substructures see a bigger increase in duration between Mer-
cury’s and Venus’ orbits compared with Venus’ and Earth’s orbits, which is expected since
Venus is closer to Earth than it is to Mercury.
While both the sheath and ME expand in the solar wind away from the Sun, the
longer duration of the sheath at 1 AU is interpreted as resulting from more solar wind
piling up in the sheath from Mercury’s to Earth’s orbit. Indeed, if the ICME moves away
from the Sun with a speed larger than the ambient solar wind, it will continue to accu-
mulate a sheath by a “snow-plow” effect. Then, the thickness of the sheath depends on
both how much plasma and magnetic field is accreted/compressed from the pre-solar wind
into the sheath, and how much of it is able to escape toward the sides. This was shown
with MHD simulations by Siscoe and Odstrcˇil (2008): the authors showed that the so-
lar wind piles up in front of ICMEs since it is unable to flow completely around the ejecta,
due to the lateral expansion of ICMEs.
Furthermore, physical processes like magnetic reconnection at the rear of an ICME,
due to an overtaking stream or another ICME, could also contribute to reducing the size
of the ME with respect to an increasing sheath size. The study of Ruffenach et al. (2015)
showed that the front and rear boundaries used to define the ejecta are chosen such that
the duration of the flux rope is overestimated. Often, the magnetic ejecta might be re-
duced in size due to reconnection at the rear, even though it is still expanding overall.
Such an erosion effect can however also take place at the front of the ME, therefore lead-
ing to the erosion of both the sheath region and the ME. As such, it seems more plau-
sible that the increase of the sheath duration compared with that of the ME is due to
a solar wind pile-up as well as the dynamic expansion of the sheath.
3.3 Magnetic field correction for the eccentricity of Mercury’s orbit
ACE and VEX collect data at a roughly constant distance from the Sun, due to
the low eccentricity of Earth’s and Venus’s orbits. On the other hand, Mercury’s orbit
is more eccentric than that of the other two planets, and as such there is a variation in
distance for the sample of data considered. This variation affects the measured ICME
magnetic field intensity. It is well established that the magnetic field intensity within the
magnetic ejecta decreases with distance away from the Sun as a power-law (Bothmer &
Schwenn, 1998; Gulisano et al., 2010; Kumar & Rust, 1996; Leitner et al., 2007; C. Wang,
Du, & Richardson, 2005; Winslow et al., 2015). The multi-spacecraft study of Winslow
et al. (2015) reports a fit of a power law to the data for the mean ME magnetic field of:
< B >= (7.5± 1.2)r(−1.95±0.19), where B is expressed in nT and r in AU. The value
found in this study for B at 1AU is similar to the ones found by other authors (e.g., Y. Wang
et al., 2005), with a steeper radial dependence. In the following, the magnetic field in-
tensity for all MESSENGER ICME events is normalized so as to consider the same dis-
tance from the Sun (taken as 0.37 AU) following the relationship found by Winslow et
al. (2015).
4 Superposed epoch results of the entire datasets at the different space-
craft
4.1 Magnetic field intensity profiles at the different spacecraft
The results obtained for the superposed epoch analyses at different spacecraft are
shown in Figure 3 and the data for each superposed epoch have been put online (see all
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superposed epoch data: https://figshare.com/s/3e0394e629fbed907152). The top
panel shows the superposed epoch analysis of all ICMEs seen at Mercury, the middle one
of all ICMEs seen at VEX, and finally the bottom panel of all the selected ICMEs seen
at ACE. The number of events taken to obtain the superposed epochs is indicated in each
graph. Note that the number of events for the sheath and the magnetic ejecta is not the
same. This is because in some cases, even though an ICME is clearly identified, either
the sheath or the ME lacks enough data points so that these substructures do not en-
ter into the averaging calculation for the superposed epoch. The timeline has been nor-
malized so that tnorm = 0 corresponds to the discontinuity time while on the vertical
axis, we plot the magnetic field B in nT. The yellow colored area corresponds to the sheath
region, while the blue one corresponds to the magnetic ejecta region. The sheath dura-
tion is normalized to one time unit, and the magnetic ejecta to three time units. This
ratio, representative of the results found in Section 3.2, is set at all spacecraft so as to
provide a more straightforward comparison between the different averaged profiles.
In all these superposed epochs, the transition between the sheath and the ME re-
gion at tnorm = 1 is less clearly seen than the transition at tnorm = 0, but a change
from a decreasing to an increasing total field is evident. The transition between the ME
and the wake is somewhat continuous.
Magnetic field intensities (in nT)
Substructures MESSENGER VEX ACE
BSW 23.0 (22.9± 1.4) 7.2 (7.2± 0.4) 6.1 (6.2± 0.3)
Bsheath 42.6 (42.9± 2.7) 12.2 (12.3 ±0.7) 13.7 (13.4 ±0.9)
BME 42.8 (42.1± 5.8) 13.7 (13.8 ±0.9) 12.9 (12.5± 1.3)
Bwake 29.8 (29.8± 1.7) 9.4 (9.3 ±0.9) 7.2 (7.7± 1.0)
Table 2. Median values, as well as the mean and the standard deviation (in brackets) of the
total magnetic field intensities within the solar wind, the sheath, the ME and the wake for each
of the superposed epoch obtained at MESSENGER, VEX and ACE
We quantified the median value of the magnetic field intensity within each of the
substructures (sheath and ME) as well as the preceding solar wind and wake region for
comparison, for each superposed epoch obtained at the three different spacecraft (Ta-
ble 2). The values of the magnetic field intensities decrease from MESSENGER all the
way to ACE, which is an expected result as discussed in Section 3.2. The discontinuity
jump, calculated using the ratio of the intensities between the sheath and the solar wind
preceding the ICME, is 1.85 at MESSENGER, 1.70 at VEX and 2.23 at ACE: the ra-
tio therefore stays at comparable values. We also note that the ratio of the ME magnetic
field intensity and that of the sheath is 1.01 at MESSENGER, 1.14 at VEX and 0.94 at
ACE, which is not that different from one spacecraft to another. Interestingly, for these
events the average sheath and ejecta magnetic field strengths are quite similar.
Finally, the wake does not return to the same level of magnetic field intensity as
the preceding solar wind after a time interval comparable to the ME interval (the ratio
of magnetic field in the wake over that of the pre-ICME solar wind is 1.29 for MESSEN-
GER, 1.31 for VEX and 1.17 for ACE). This indicates that the passage of an ICME is
felt much longer than just within the interval of the ICME disturbance. This effect was
pointed out recently in the study by Temmer, Reiss, Nikolic, Hofmeister, and Veronig
(2017), who found that interplanetary space needs approximately 2 to 5 days at 1 AU
to recover from the impact of ICMEs.
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Figure 3. Superposed epoch analysis of the mean (black crosses) and median (red points)
magnetic field intensity for all the ICMEs seen at MESSENGER (top), Venus Express (middle)
and ACE (bottom). The yellow and blue regions are the sheath and the ME regions, respectively
(a color convention kept for the superposed epoch plots). The number of studied ICMEs is indi-
cated in the top left for the sheath, and top right for the ME. The normalized time (horizontal
axis) is described in Section 3.1. The vertical axis provides the field strength in nT. The colored
arrows and vertical lines (yellow for MESSENGER, orange for VEX and green for ACE) indicate
the locations of the maxima in the median magnetic field profiles. The relative locations of the
vertical lines show an asymmetry that is more pronounced at MESSENGER that at VEX and
ACE.
4.2 Evolution of the magnetic field asymmetry
At Mercury’s orbit, the ME total magnetic field increases and decreases shortly af-
ter the start of the ME. The profiles obtained at the other two spacecraft show that the
start of the decrease is further away from the beginning of the ME than for MESSEN-
GER. We note however that none of the superposed epoch profiles are completely smooth.
This could be due to the variability of each profile and the relatively small number of
similar profiles within the samples.
We found that for all spacecraft, the profiles of the ME show a peak in |B|, indi-
cated with the yellow arrow and dashed lines in the MESSENGER data, orange in the
VEX data and green in the ACE data (Figure 3). The lines have been superposed on
the results for all spacecraft to compare the position of the peaks for each spacecraft.
This peak appears closer to the sheath for the MESSENGER data compared with the
others, and moves slightly towards the center of the ME for the VEX and ACE data. We
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also quantify this change in the symmetry of the profile by calculating the first moment
of each of the curves delimited by the ME boundaries:
∆t =
1
(trear − tfront) < B >
∫ trear
tfront
(t− trear + tfront
2
)B(t)dt (1)
This first moment, written as ∆t and expressed in units of time, is defined as the
center of mass for 1D distributions. It is a quantitative measure used here to quantify
the asymmetry of the profile. This is a standard mathematical expression generally used
for calculating the weighted mean position of a distribution of mass, or any quantity. It
is a simple and robust measure of the asymmetry of a function. Other parameters such
as distortion parameters can also be found in the literature (Nieves-Chinchilla et al., 2018).
Considering only the superposed epoch profile of the ME for each spacecraft with a du-
ration normalized to 1 (so that the beginning of the ME is at 0 and its end is at 1), we
found that the first moment of the MESSENGER curve profile is situated at a distance
0.46 away from the beginning of the ME (0.04 from the center of the time interval), that
for the VEX curve is at 0.48, and that for ACE is at 0.47 (respectively 0.02 and 0.03 from
the center of the time interval). The different locations of the first moments for each pro-
file therefore follow the same trend as for the peaks. Quantifying the asymmetry, the com-
parison between all the superposed epochs at all the spacecraft does not give a clear in-
dication of an evolution of an asymmetric total field profile with heliocentric distance.
Note also that the superposed epoch for the VEX data shows a second bump within
the ME profile (Figure 3). Looking back at each individual case, we were not able to find
a few specific events that could indicate why this bump is there. To check the stability
of this bump, we removed several events and looked at their influence on the overall pro-
file. By repeating this with different criteria (removing only outlier events, or removing
events with a profile away from the average one, or removing events with structures within
the ME), we confirmed that the bump is still present. We conclude that this second bump
in the magnetic profile is not due to a small number of events, that is, outliers with a
specific property.
4.3 Magnetic ejecta without sheaths
We also selected events within the VEX sample that were not associated with any
sheath (we found 19 cases). Note that since all ICMEs studied at MESSENGER and ACE
have a sheath, we investigated the magnetic ejecta without sheath in the VEX data only.
We computed the superposed epoch for these cases, as shown in Figure 4. In this fig-
ure, the blue shaded area represents the ME region, preceded and followed by the sur-
rounding solar wind. Interestingly, the superposed epoch ME profile has a rounder pro-
file than that of the ME preceded by a sheath region as was shown in Figure 3b. We cal-
culated the asymmetry (as discussed above) and found that the first moment was located
at 0.5, i.e. at the center of the ME.
Following the results from Mas´ıas-Meza et al. (2016), slower ICMEs, which also tend
to have weaker sheaths (in terms of the ratio between the solar wind and sheath mag-
netic field intensity value) display a symmetric profile for the ME substructure. This was
interpreted as a consequence of a state in relaxation with the surrounding conditions and
little interaction with the sheath. The ICMEs without sheaths showing a symmetric pro-
file at the orbit of Venus extend the results from Mas´ıas-Meza et al. (2016) obtained at
Earth’s orbit. When the sheath is non-existent, the speed at which the structures are
propagating is close to that of the solar wind. In such conditions, the magnetic field within
the ME only needs to “adjust” to the surrounding environment without an extra higher
total pressure in the sheath, providing this symmetric profile.
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Figure 4. Superposed epoch for the 19 ICMEs without a sheath detected by Venus Express.
The ME region is indicated with the blue shaded area. The plotting convention is the same as in
Figure 3.
5 Superposed epoch analyses using subcategories of ICMEs
In the following, we investigate in more detail the profiles obtained at each space-
craft by separating the samples into subgroups of ICMEs.
5.1 What can classifying ICMEs reveal?
In Mas´ıas-Meza et al. (2016), the authors analyzed the generic magnetic field in-
tensity profiles of ICMEs at 1 AU and the dependence of this profile with the average
MC speeds. To do so, they created three subcategories of ICMEs classified with their
speeds (low, medium and high speed). They found that the MC inside ICMEs with the
lowest speeds have a more symmetric profile, with a less pronounced sheath, while the
MCs propagating with a higher speed have a more asymmetric profile with a higher jump
of B at the shock preceding the sheath (see their Fig. 4). They concluded that slow MC
profiles can be interpreted as resulting from a relaxed force-free configuration, contrary
to their faster counterparts. In the following, we investigate whether such differences be-
tween different categories of ICMEs can be observed closer to the Sun.
Classifying ICMEs with their average speed is not easy to do for the MESSENGER
and the VEX data. First, the parameter is not readily available for both missions and
for all cases. In some cases, it was possible to obtain limited solar wind speed data from
MESSENGER’s FIPS instrument (e.g. see Fig 2 in Good et al., 2015), however such data
are not available for most ICME cases at MESSENGER. A short burst of density and
speed measurements were made in the solar wind by VEX’s ASPERA-4 instrument once
every 24 hrs (e.g. see Fig. 9 in Rouillard et al., 2009). However, the recovered speed data
is very patchy and has considerably larger uncertainties associated with it than data ob-
tained from dedicated solar wind plasma analyzers (as found on ACE, for example).
Therefore, we investigate in the following the possibility to use another parame-
ter to rank the magnetic clouds in different categories that can correlate well with the
speed. One straightforward possibility is to use the transit time from the Sun to esti-
mate the average speed at Mercury and at Venus. The Winslow et al. (2015) list has an
estimate of the speed based on the Sun-Mercury propagation, from the identification of
the coronal CME causing the ME at MESSENGER. The speeds found for the set of data
vary between 300 to 2400 km/s. However, the associated CME has not been identified
for all the events, so the transit speed can only be calculated for some of the events.
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5.2 Sheath magnetic field strength as proxy for the ME speed
Since the proton speed is available in the ACE 1 AU data, and since we only have
the magnetic field intensities available at MESSENGER and VEX, we investigate in the
following whether any correlation exists between the speed and the magnetic field inten-
sity recorded within the different substructures.
We start by calculating the Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients between
the mean or the median value of the total magnetic field and the speed inside the sheath
and inside the ME for each ICME seen at ACE. We find that it makes no difference whether
we use the mean or the median values for this calculation, so we further proceed using
the median values.
The results of four different correlation studies using ACE data are shown in Fig-
ure 5 with the Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients in Table 3. The best cor-
relation is found between the proton speed within the ME (VME) and within the sheath
(Vsheath, Table 3). This result is expected: as the sheath is being driven by the ME, we
indeed expect these substructures to propagate with similar speeds. Accordingly, a slightly
lower correlation is present between VME and Vsheath−VSW, where VSW is the solar wind
speed preceding the ICME (Figure 5a).
We then look at the correlations between the magnetic field intensities within the
sheath Bsheath (respectively within the ME, BME) with the speeds. The best correlation
is found between Bsheath and Vsheath−VSW (Figure 5b). We find that Bsheath and VME
are moderately correlated having Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients of 0.54
and 0.64, respectively (Figure 5c). BME and VME show poor or even no correlation with
Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients of 0.22 and -0.04, respectively (Figure 5d).
These correlations are in agreement with the results found in Owens, Cargill, Pagel, Sis-
coe, and Crooker (2005) for a larger sample of ICMEs at 1 AU, as well as the results of
Liu et al. (2008) who showed that the flow speed and the magnetic field in the sheath
correlates well with the speed of the ejecta.
Note here that we do not investigate the relation between the maximum magnetic
field intensity in the ME and the ICME speeds. These were found to be moderately cor-
related: Richardson and Cane (2010) found that, at least for ICMEs with a magnetic
cloud, the correlation coefficient is around 0.6 (see their Fig. 11) while Mo¨stl et al. (2014)
later confirmed a relationship between the two (see their Fig. 14). In our study, we mostly
focus on correlations with median/mean quantities. This is because maximum values are
not representative of the overall magnetic field behavior. Furthermore, maximum val-
ues for the magnetic field are not always found for VEX and MESSENGER data due
to the magnetosphere crossings. We therefore choose a quantity that can be consistently
studied with the different samples available to us, and moreover which is statistically ro-
bust (as it is derived from an ensemble of points in contrast to a single point).
The correlation between Bsheath and VME, means that, assuming this relationship
also holds for ICMEs at Mercury and Venus, we now have a proxy for categorizing ICMEs
with their speeds. In the following, we therefore define three categories of MESSENGER,
VEX and ACE ICMEs with weakest, medium and strongest Bsheath values, which we ex-
pect to be comparable to classifying the events by increasing order of speed.
5.3 Superposed epoch profiles for sub categories of ICMEs
The results of the superposed epoch analysis made for each of the categories, and
at each spacecraft, is shown in Figure 6 for the MESSENGER data, Figure 7 for the VEX
data and Figure 8 for the ACE data.
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Correlation coefficients
Parameters Pearson Spearman
Bsheath vs BME 0.37 0.26
Vsheath vs VME 0.92 0.93
Vsheath − VSW vs VME 0.77 0.80
BME vs VME 0.22 -0.04
Bsheath vs VME 0.54 0.64
BME vs Vsheath 0.14 -0.10
Bsheath vs Vsheath 0.46 0.60
BME vs Vsheath − VSW 0.18 -0.02
Bsheath vs Vsheath − VSW 0.63 0.73
Table 3. Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients comparing the median total magnetic
field B within each substructures, B with the median proton speed V , as well as V for each sub-
structures. The ICMEs are sampled at ACE with a 1s time cadence. The highest correlations are
indicated in bold.
5.3.1 Profiles for each category
Overall, the same trend can be found between the different spacecraft: the super-
posed epoch profile with ICMEs with lower Bsheath has a flatter profile (while still peaked)
at all spacecraft, while the profiles from larger Bsheath show a steeper decline in the mag-
netic field strength from the leading to the trailing edge of the ME. Note that while we
used Bsheath as a proxy to classify the ICMEs, we find that the three subcategories for
ACE data show the same profiles as the ones found in Mas´ıas-Meza et al. (2016) when
the classification was made on the speed within the ME, therefore justifying the use of
Bsheath as an ordering parameter.
For the small Bsheath category, we find that the profile of the ME is more asym-
metric at Mercury’s orbit than it is at Earth’s orbit, with a peak of the profile close to
the sheath for MESSENGER data while the peak is clearly at the center for ACE data,
so an evolution towards an equilibrium. We provide below a quantification of this asym-
metry.
5.3.2 Magnetic field intensities
As a next step, we compare the magnetic field intensities in all the substructures
of the ICME superposed epoch and at all spacecraft. The results for the solar wind mag-
netic field intensities are reported in the first line in Table 4. We find a similar trend be-
tween the same categories at all spacecraft for the characteristics of the solar wind pre-
ceding the ICME: the magnetic field strength of the solar wind (BSW) preceding ICMEs
having large Bsheath (i.e. faster ICMEs) is higher than the magnetic field strength of the
solar wind preceding ICMEs having small Bsheath (i.e. slower ICMEs). This is not sim-
ply a correlation between BSW and Bsheath since the same trend was found with cate-
gories defined with VME in Mas´ıas-Meza et al. (2016).
We next checked the ratio of the magnetic field intensities between the different
substructures for each of the categories. The results are given in the second to fourth
line in Table 4.
We find first that the ratio of the sheath magnetic field intensity and that of the
pre-solar wind, Bsheath/BSW, increases between the category “small” (with the lowest
Bsheath) and category “large” (with the highest Bsheath), from 1.7 to 2.5 for the MES-
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Figure 5. Correlations between the speeds and the magnetic fields within the ICME substruc-
tures seen at ACE. The Pearson and Spearman correlations are indicated, as well as the linear
regression for each graph (in blue). a) Correlation between VME and Vsheath − VSW. Vsheath and
VSW are the median velocities in the sheath and in the pre-ICME solar wind, where the time
interval duration is the same as that for the sheath. The black dashed line represents the identity
function. b) Correlation between Bsheath and Vsheath − VSW. c) Correlation between Bsheath and
VME. d) Correlation between BME and VME.
SENGER data, from 1.4 to 2 for the VEX data, from 2 to 2.5 for the ACE data, as ex-
pected from the category selection.
We also find that the ratio BME/Bsheath decreases from category “small” to cat-
egory “large” for each of the spacecraft (from 1.1 to 0.8 for MESSENGER data, from
1.4 to 1.1 for VEX data, and from 1.4 to 0.7 for the ACE data). For both MESSENGER
and ACE, we also find that the magnetic field intensity in the sheath region is larger than
that inside the ME for the ICMEs within category “large” (Figure 6, Figure 8). This stronger
sheath is consistent with the asymmetric magnetic field profile in the ME.
Finally, we also calculate the ratio of magnetic field intensities between the wake
and the pre-ICME solar wind regions. We find that at all spacecraft, the ratio decreases
(from 1.4 to 1.1 for the MESSENGER data, from 1.4 to 1.1 as well for the VEX data,
and from 1.7 to 0.9 for the ACE data). In other words, the solar wind magnetic field in-
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Figure 6. Superposed epoch of the total magnetic field for the MESSENGER data with three
categories, where all the events are classified with increasing Bsheath intensities. The yellow and
blue regions are the sheath and the ME regions, respectively (a color convention kept for the
superposed epoch plots). The black crosses (resp. red points) are the mean (resp. median) values
over the number of studied ICMEs (indicated in the top left). The normalized time (horizontal
axis) is described in Section 4. The vertical axis provides the field strength in nT.
tensities pre- and post- ICMEs are more different for “slower” ICMEs than for “faster”
ones. While ICMEs detected as fast at different spacecraft are ICMEs that are originally
fast and that keep a higher speed relative to the ambient medium, slower ICMEs are ICMEs
that are in a range from originally slow to fast events that have been slowed down by
the solar wind, so as to become all slow ICMEs when observed in situ (see Mas´ıas-Meza
et al., 2016). As such, the differences in the pre- and post- ICME solar wind character-
istics for slow events could be due to initially faster ICMEs that have drastically been
slowed down. For such cases, interactions with the solar wind (such as drag) could be
accompanied with magnetic reconnection eroding the magnetic flux rope of the ejecta,
leading to a larger wake dominated by this eroding mechanism and as such with differ-
ent characteristics than the pre-ICME solar wind. Also, slow ICMEs are more likely to
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Figure 7. Superposed epoch of the total magnetic field for the Venus Express data with
three categories, where all the events are classified with increasing Bsheath intensities. Same color
convention as Figure 6.
be overcome by a fast solar wind stream or a fast ICME. In such cases, the wake region
would be disturbed by these structures, which furthermore could be compressed by the
interaction (such an effect was shown in Rodriguez et al., 2016).
5.3.3 Asymmetry parameter
We calculated the asymmetry parameter in the same way as Section 4 (see Eq. 1),
the results being shown in the last line of Table 4. We find a similar tendency between
the different categories for the MESSENGER and ACE data: the asymmetry parame-
ter is negative as expected with a stronger field at the front. Its absolute value, which
indicates the significance of the asymmetry, increases from 0.02 for the “slower” ICMEs
to 0.07 for the “faster” ICMEs for MESSENGER, and from 0 (i.e. a central peak) to 0.05
for the ACE data. The superposed epoch profiles for VEX are less smooth, having more
pronounced bumps than for MESSENGER and ACE. They also imply a different con-
clusion: we found approximately the same asymmetry parameter for all the ICME cat-
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Figure 8. Superposed epoch of the total magnetic field for the ACE data with three cate-
gories, where all the events are classified with increasing Bsheath intensities. Same color conven-
tion as Figure 6.
MESSENGER VEX ACE
Bsheath small medium large small medium large small medium large
BSW(nT ) 17.7 25.2 25.6 5.7 6.8 9.4 4.3 7.2 7.3
Bsheath/BSW 1.7 1.7 2.5 1.4 1.7 2 2 2 2.5
BME/Bsheath 1.1 1 0.8 1.4 1.2 1.1 1.4 0.9 0.7
Bwake/BSW 1.4 1.4 1.1 1.4 1.4 1.1 1.7 1.2 0.9
Asymmetry parameter -0.02 -0.04 -0.07 -0.02 -0.01 -0.02 0 -0.03 -0.05
Table 4. Values of the magnetic field intensity in the solar wind and ratio of median magnetic
field intensities in each substructure for each subcategories of ICMEs seen at different spacecraft
and classified with the median magnitude of Bsheath.
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egories. However, when looking at Figure 7, one can see that the profiles for each cat-
egory are qualitatively similar to that found for MESSENGER and ACE if we do not
take into account the second (later) peak for “medium” and “faster” categories.
In summary, we find that the “slower” ICMEs have a more symmetric shape, with
a peak closer toward the middle of the profile, while for “faster” ICMEs, the profile steep-
ens, with a peak closer to the sheath.
We conclude that the slower MEs relax with increasing solar distance, which is re-
lated to the existence of a weaker sheath and a longer time to reach a given solar dis-
tance. In contrast, the fast MEs and their expansion drive a strong shock, then a strong
sheath pressure builds up, which creates asymmetric conditions between the front and
the rear of faster MEs. These events being still significantly faster than the overtaken
solar wind, the sheath is expected to keep being built up to at least 1 AU. Also, slower
ICMEs are more likely to be overtaken by fast streams or another CME, which creates
a compression at the rear of the structure. This could affect the profile to make it more
symmetric by creating an increase of the magnetic field intensity at the rear of the ME
similar to that found at the beginning of the ME (fourth row of Table 4). Understand-
ing such mechanisms will require further case studies and associated modelling.
5.4 Does aging impact the profiles of ICMEs?
Comparing MESSENGER and ACE data means that we are comparing ICMEs at
different “ages”, with the age of the structure corresponding to the time it has spent in
the solar wind. Since the ICME takes a finite time to pass the observing spacecraft, the
leading edge of the ICME is observed in a younger stage than the trailing edge.
One can estimate an average age difference between when the ICME starts (at the
front of the ICME) and ends (at the rear of an ICME). The sampling at MESSENGER
starts approximately 20 hours after the front of the ICME has left the coronal environ-
ment of the Sun. This has been estimated using the transit speed of all ICMEs seen de-
parting the Sun in our sample and detected at MESSENGER near Mercury. The typ-
ical magnetic ejecta time duration in our MESSENGER sample is around 10 hours. This
means that the observation of the rear of the ICME is made 30 hours after the struc-
ture has left the solar corona, so when the ICME is 1.5 times older than the front.
Similarly, when a typical ICME arrives at ACE, its front part has left the Sun’s
atmosphere approximately 3.5 days before. Since the typical ICME duration is estimated
around 30 hours in our sample, this means that the rear part of the ICME is around 1.36
times older than its front, so similar to what was found for MESSENGER.
In De´moulin, Nakwacki, Dasso, and Mandrini (2008) and De´moulin and Dasso (2009),
the authors investigated models of ICME expansion and its consequences to understand
the profiles of ICMEs. A spacecraft measures the magnetic field at different times across
the encountered ICME. If the ICME is evolving during the crossing, for example expand-
ing, the observed data are mixing the spatial and temporal variations. The presence of
an expansion implies a transformation of the observed field profile, because the younger
front of the ICME is more compact than the older rear. This is detected as a higher mag-
netic field intensity at the front than at the back, as we found for the “fast” ICME cat-
egory at all spacecraft. This effect is larger for larger ICMEs as they are observed dur-
ing a longer time (for the same mean velocity value). However, De´moulin et al. (2008)
showed that this effect was not significant enough to explain the asymmetry found in the
ICME profiles at 1 AU.
We found, in our limited sample, that the aging is similar at Mercury to what it
is at Earth: ICMEs take around 3 times more time to propagate from the Sun to Earth
than to Mercury, but also take 3 times longer to be sampled at Earth than at Mercury,
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in agreement with a comparable non-dimensional expansion rate found in the inner-heliosphere
(with the HELIOS missions, Gulisano et al., 2010) and at 1 AU. Then, we conclude that
the aging effect likely does not have an important effect on the asymmetry profile seen
at Mercury. More precisely, at Mercury as at 1 AU, the aging effect is expected to cre-
ate a significant asymmetry in B between the front and the rear of the ME only within
very large ICMEs expanding faster than usual.
5.5 Are superposed epoch analyses robust to the definition of ICME bound-
aries?
Defining the boundaries of ICMEs is difficult (see Section 3.2). On the one hand,
it is highly dependent on the availability of different sets of data (e.g. plasma and mag-
netic field parameters) that can help to consider wider criteria and guide the eye when
defining the different substructures of ICMEs. On the other hand, defining boundaries
can also depend from one person to another, as these boundaries are not objectively and
clearly defined. To check the robustness of the superposed epoch analysis, we checked
whether the results were consistent from one catalog of boundaries to another.
As described in Section 2, we first used the catalogs already available for the MES-
SENGER, VEX and ACE ICMEs and we had a second look at all of the events listed.
While the disturbance start is relatively easy to define, as the transition between the pre-
ICME solar wind and the sheath is clear, the transition between the sheath and the mag-
netic ejecta, as well as the transition between the magnetic ejecta the post-ICME solar
wind, are both more difficult to define. In this second check, we reassessed the bound-
aries by eye and then compared our results. We then constructed a list of ICMEs with
the boundaries defining the shortest magnetic ejecta found between the different co-authors
of this paper, as well as a list with the less restrictive boundaries. The reason for choos-
ing the shortest durations for the magnetic ejecta is to be the most conservative in terms
of defining the magnetic ejecta. When applying the superposed epoch technique, we found
very little difference between the superposed epochs built from the two different lists,
therefore showing that the method is robust and is not impacted by the fluctuations linked
with the subjective definition of boundaries. This means that the results of the super-
posed epoch analysis were not strongly dependent on the exact choice of the boundaries.
The list presented in Appendix A is the most conservative (most restrictive) list of ICME
boundaries.
All events in the catalogs can also be categorized depending on the quality of the
data, most specifically on how easy it is to define an ICME. Indeed, some events can-
not be fully sampled by MESSENGER or VEX because of magnetospheric crossings. Also,
since the superposed epoch technique averages different events, it is important to check
whether outliers in our sample (e.g. time series corresponding to higher-than-average mag-
netic field intensities) can affect the results. Although not shown here, we did a careful
analysis removing different events to check the robustness of the results. Since on av-
erage we only found up to 4 outlier events, the superposed epoch profiles, especially those
with the variance, were not affected by the removal of these outliers. As such, the tech-
nique is robust to a few outliers and in previous sections, the results are presented with
the whole dataset (Appendix A) for each spacecraft sample.
6 Conclusion
This paper presents a comparison between statistical studies performed using mag-
netic field data from different spacecraft, namely MESSENGER, VEX and ACE. These
three spacecraft sampled ICMEs at different distances from the Sun, from the orbit of
Mercury (≈ 0.4), to that of Venus (0.72 AU) and Earth (1 AU). The conclusions are listed
below.
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• We first investigated the typical duration of the magnetic ejecta and the sheath.
We found that this duration increases with solar distance for both substructures,
due to their expansion when the ICME moves away from the Sun, while the ra-
tio of the duration of the magnetic ejecta over that of the sheath decreases from
MESSENGER to ACE. We propose that, as ICMEs continue their propagation
away from the Sun, the sheath size increases due to the accretion of overtaken plasma
and magnetic field. This could be investigated more quantitatively with mission
data that provide in situ measurements of the speed.
• We applied the superposed epoch method to obtain generic ICME magnetic field
intensity profiles. which provides insights on their typical features, as they are en-
hanced by the averaging method. The method was applied to all events in each
sample (Section 4). We quantified the change in the asymmetry of profiles and found
a slightly higher asymmetry at Mercury compared to the other two heliospheric
locations (Venus and Earth).
• The superposed epoch analysis shows that at any distance from the Sun, the mag-
netic field intensity in the wake (the solar wind region following the ICME within
the same time scale of the ME) does not fully recover the properties of the pre-
ICME solar wind. This is in agreement with the finding by Temmer et al. (2017)
that the solar wind has a long recovery period after the passage of an ICME.
• By separating ICMEs without a sheath in the Venus Express data, we found that
the magnetic ejecta had a symmetric profile. This is coherent with the conclusion
made at 1 AU of Mas´ıas-Meza et al. (2016) who showed that slow ICMEs tend
to have a weaker sheath and a more symmetric profile.
Due to the strong variability in the ICME profiles at each spacecraft, we decided
to investigate how to create subcategories of ICMEs. Because the speed is only partially
available for MESSENGER and VEX, we used Bsheath, the median magnetic field inten-
sity in the sheath, which appears to be a good proxy of the magnetic ejecta speed based
on ACE results. We assume that this result also applies to the MESSENGER and VEX
ICMEs, and these results are backed up by the ACE data for which the in situ proton
velocity is available (Mas´ıas-Meza et al., 2016). The results of the superposed epoch for
each categories of ICMEs at each spacecraft are listed below:
• The solar wind magnetic field intensity level in front of ICMEs is weaker (resp.
higher) for weak (resp. strong) Bsheath ICMEs. This could be due to the solar ori-
gin of the ICMEs, where ICMEs with strong Bsheath originate from regions of the
Sun where the magnetic fields of both the ICME and the pre-ICME are strong.
• The magnetic fields in the sheath region and in the ME are higher for “fast” ICMEs
compared with “slow” ICMEs. This could be due to the shock compression, as well
as the dynamic pressure due to the magnetic ejecta behind which are both higher
in fast events (e.g. Manchester et al., 2005). This then increases the magnitude
of the magnetic field, which evolution is not fully transmitted to the ME (both
substructures being out of equilibrium).
• The solar wind magnetic field intensities post-ICMEs are larger than the pre-ICME
ones especially for the slower ICMEs. This difference between slow and fast ICMEs
may be linked with a more frequent and stronger interaction with an overtaking
solar wind for slow ICMEs.
• The ME profiles are more symmetric for “slow” ICMEs (i.e. with a weaker Bsheath),
while those classified as “faster” (i.e. with a stronger Bsheath) have a sloped pro-
file and a larger asymmetry, with a larger magnitude of the magnetic field at the
front than at the rear of the ME.
The category of ICMEs classified as “faster” with the Bsheath proxy are probed when they
are younger than their “slower” counterparts. Having spent less time in the solar wind,
they had less time to adjust the conditions within the ICMEs with the surrounding so-
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lar wind. In other words, these structures are less relaxed and therefore are expected to
display a less symmetric magnetic field profile, which is what we have found for each cat-
egory of “fast” ICMEs at the three spacecraft. On the other hand, the interaction with
the sheath is stronger for the faster events, which also contributes to the asymmetry.
The present study provides insights on the evolution of the profiles of selected sim-
ilar subsets of ICMEs at different heliospheric distances. The mechanisms behind the
different profiles we have found, especially with regard to the speed of ICME propaga-
tion, will need to be investigated. Especially, MHD codes simulating the ICME prop-
agation within the inner heliosphere will be invaluable in understanding the conditions
needed to recover the results we have found with in situ data. Furthermore, future mis-
sions such as ESA’s Solar Orbiter and NASA’s Parker Solar Probe will be essential in
completing catalogs of in situ detected ICMEs and in providing new datasets necessary
to investigate the evolution of ICMEs in the interplanetary medium.
A Tables of ICMEs seen at MESSENGER, Venus Express and ACE
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